
Microsoft 365 Migration
Quick Guide



Many businesses are migrating to Microsoft 365 to enjoy

greater productivity, security, ease of use, and

collaboration.

However it can be a tough and confusing process! You

likely have years of data that needs to be moved over,

new software to install and old software to remove,

maybe even updating from a physical to a virtual server.

We've done hundreds of these migrations, so we've seen

all the pitfalls and potential issues that can come up. In

this guide, we'll talk about what you need to consider,

and how to have a successful move to Microsoft 365.
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T I M E  C O N S I D E R A T I O N S

With the right tools and experience, each user’s mailbox

takes about 1-1.5 hours to migrate. The key words being

'right tools and experience'. Without these, each mailbox

can take many more hours to complete.

Is data being migrated to SharePoint? What other

applications are you migrating to Microsoft 365? Make a

list of applications that will be moved or replaced to

ensure nothing is forgotten. Factor in the time you'll need

to get all these new programs installed + configured, and

data migrated.

As most migrations are quite bandwidth and resource

intensive, they will need to be performed after-hours or

when you can afford for downtime. After-hours migrations

can interfere with common backend maintenance tasks,

such as patching and updates, which will need to be

accounted for and monitored as well.
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S E C U R I T Y  C O N S I D E R A T I O N S

Multi-factor authentication should be a given across all modern

applications. This can (and should) be set up from the admin side of

Microsoft 365. Single sign-on (SSO) is another helpful feature of 365,

and one that is welcomed by both administrators and users. SSO allows

users to securely log into multiple related programs with one set of

credentials. This eliminates the need for users to remember or save

multiple secure logins for Microsoft programs like Outlook and

OneDrive.

While not a part of Microsoft 365, consider a third-party program that

can monitor the Dark Web and data breach logs for stolen and

compromised credentials. You'll be alerted if anything is found available

online for your company domain and users. This could save you from a

data breach, and most services are quite affordable.

Also consider a third party spam filter. While the filtering built into 365

us much improved, for business applications you'll appreciate the extra

help. This can easily reduce mail volume by 60% - you'll never even have

to see and deal with junk and malicious emails.

Think about how you'll monitor event and activity logs. How will you

monitor and address phishing attempts? What is your procedure for

training users to spot and avoid potential security issues? Don't forget

about your end users - they are often your last line of defense if all else

fails.
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How long does data need to be retained? Luckily, this is simple to set up in

Microsoft 365. But you need to be sure your retention policy is in line with

any compliance laws you're beholden to.

Microsoft is responsible for the security of the hardware and software,

you’re responsible for the security of the tenant. Where will you backup

data on Microsoft 365? How will you secure it? Who will have access and

what policies do they need to follow?
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Backup and Archiving

Disaster Recovery

How long of an outage can the company tolerate? The cost of a technology

outage can cripple a business. Use Datto's Recovery Time & Downtime Cost

Calculator to focus on a handful of simple metrics that might come into

play during a downtime event, and start a general analysis of what an

outage could mean to your business.

Some spam filters offer virtual hot sites, which can be beneficial to work

into your recovery plan. "A hot site is a commercial disaster recovery service

that allows a business to continue computer and network operations in the

event of a computer or equipment disaster. For example, if an enterprise's

data center becomes inoperable, that enterprise can move all data

processing operations to a hot site." (TechTarget)

https://www.datto.com/rto/
https://searchcio.techtarget.com/definition/hot-site-and-cold-site
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Is the on-premise domain controller still

the identity provider?

Do we want to migrate Active

Directory to Azure?

Do we want to sync on-prem AD to

Azure AD?

I D E N T I T Y  A C C E S S  M A N A G E M E N T

A few questions to ask as you're thinking about
identity access management in Microsoft 365:



S C H E D U L E  Y O U R  3 6 5
C O N S U L T A T I O N  T O D A Y !

Need some help with your Microsoft 365

migration? We've done hundreds and can help

you save time, money, and resources to get up

and running fast.

 

Request your free Microsoft 365 consultation.

We'll help design the right migration plan for

your business.
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https://info.techvera.com/microsoft-365-consultation

